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ABSTRACT

From September 1966 to September 1968, a study of the breeding

behavior of mottled ducks (Anas fulvigula maculosa) was conducted at
Rockefeller Refuge, Grand Chenier, Louisiana.

Courtship and pairing began during August.

Courtship displays

resembled those described for the mallard (Anas platyrhynchos).

per cent of the ducks were paired by February.

Ninety

Sex ratio during court

Small ponds and water areas be

ing period was 1.5 males per female.

tween wiregrass islands were used for courting.
Cross-pairing between mallards and mottled ducks made up only 1
per cent of all pair observations.

This low percentage of cross-pairing

apparently occurred in part because mallards paired later than mostmottled ducks.

Territorial behavior, beginning in late February and early March,
tended to space nesting birds.
Home range size of four ducks was determined by radiotelemetry,
and ranged from 105 to 327 acres.

Home ranges may have been underesti

mated because of short transmitter life and optimal water conditions in

the study area.
Carrying capacity of homogeneous wiregrass habitat may be in
creased by level ditching or by pothole blasting.

viii

INTRODUCTION

The mottled duck is one of five mallard-like ducks of North America.

It occupies a range of Gulf coastal marshes from the Mississippi delta

through Louisiana and Texas to Veracruz, Mexico (Johnsgard, 1959).

The

mottled duck is unusual since it winters and breeds in the southern marshes
and does not migrate to northern breeding grounds.

Two closely related ducks, the Florida duck (Anas fulvigula fulvi-

gula) and the Mexican duck (Anas diazi) also breed and winter in southern

North America.

They are found in the southern portion of Florida and in

north central Mexico, respectively (Johnsgard, 1959).

The mallard and

the black duck (Anas rubripes), also close relatives, winter in southern
areas but migrate north to breed.

Hunting pressure on the mottled duck is confined to the coastal

region where most of the birds breed.

This species is becoming increas

ingly important in southern waterfowling as other species of ducks receive
more and more shooting pressure.

The inaccessibility of its coastal marsh habitat and its wariness
have made it difficult to obtain knowledge on the biology of the species.
Therefore, this study was undertaken to investigate the breeding behavior

of mottled ducks, and to gain insight into its habitat requirements.
1

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

Location and Period of Study

Field observations were made at Rockefeller Refuge, Grand Chenier,
Louisiana from September 1966 to September 1968 (Fig. 1 and 2).

Rocke

feller Refuge is located in Cameron and Vermilion parishes and is oper

ated by the Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission.

contains 80,000 acres of tidal marshes.

The refuge

For a detailed description of

the refuge see Nichols (1959).

Geology and Soils

The refuge was formed of alluvial deposits resting on rock of the
Pleistocene age (Byrne, 1959).

Stranded beach ridges (cheniers) are the

most obvious topographic feature.

These ridges are composed of sand and

shell fragments and parallel the present shoreline.

The cheniers prevent

a free mixing of fresh and brackish water which occupy the areas to the
north and south.

Marsh soils are peats and mucks.

Mineral soils occur on the

cheniers and originate from sands and shell.

Climate

Southwest Louisiana coastal marsh has a tropical maritime climate,

o
with a mean temperature of 81.1 F. (Nichols, 1959).

The precipitation

(annual mean 52.9 inches) comes in the form of light local showers and
2

Figure 1

Location of Rockefeller Refuge, Grand Chenier, Louisiana

Figure 2

Location of major study areas on Rockefeller Refuge

STUDY AREAS
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convectional thunder storms.

The area is also subject to severe tropical

storms and periodic droughts.

The prevailing winds are from the south

east in the summer and south in the winter, except after the passage of

high pressure system when winds shift to the north.

Vegetation

Marsh

Marsh plant species occur in saline and fresh water communities.

A

wide ecotone of brackish marsh separates the saline and fresh marshes.

The saline marsh is a 0.5 mile band adjacent to the present beach.

Vegetation here is dwarfed and consists of plants tolerant of high salini
ties.

Saltmarsh grass (Distichlis spicata) is the dominant plant in the

area above tidal influence.

Oyster grass (Spartina alterniflora) occurs

in the zone of tidal fluctuation.

Black rush (Juncus romerianus) is

present on sandy sites above tidal action.

Other species present include:

sea ox-eye (Borrichia frutenscens), saltwort (Batis maritima), glasswort

(Salicornia sp.), and sand rush (Fimbristylis castanea).
The brackish marsh is a zone of deeper water and lower salinity.

The number of halophytes is reduced, and fresh marsh plants are more
.

abundant.

Wiregrass (Spartina patens) is the dominant species and is some
times associated with saltmarsh grass.

Dwarf spikerush (Eleocharis

parvula), Sesuvium sp., and Bacopa sp. grow on exposed mud flats and

pond edges.

Other species present are hog cane (Spartina cynosuroides),

8

oyster grass, clumped cord grass (Spartina spartinae), three-cornered
grass (Scirpus olneyi) and leafy three-square (Scirpus robustus)♦
The fresh water marsh contains deeper water and a more diversified

plant community.

Species present are giant bull rush (Scirpus validus),

Roseau cane (Pragmites communis), Saggitaria sp., yellow cutgrass

(Zizaniopsis miliacea), alligator weed (Alternanthera philoxeroides),

and rattledbox (Daubentonia texana).

Levee

A wide variety of invader plants are present on canal banks and
Among these, grounded bush (Baccharis halimifolia), marsh elder

levees.

(Iva frutescens), Roseau cane, blackberry (Rubus sp.), Black willow

(Salix nigra) are most abundant.

Many widely distributed weeds are also

present.

Cheniers

Cheniers support large trees and are utilized for crop production

and grazing.

Trees present are live oak (Quercus virginiana), hackberry

(Celtis laevigata), water oak (Quercus nigra).

Understory is composed

largely of palmetto (Sabal minor), blackberry, black willow, deciduous
holly (Ilex decidua), groundsel bush, chickasaw rose (Rosa bracteata)

and salt cedar (Tamarix gallica).

METHODS OF STUDY

Behavior

Behavioral observations of wild mottled ducks were made throughout

the study at Rockefeller Refuge.

and road shoulders.
nesting behavior.

Blinds were of natural cover on levees

A 70-foot tower was used to observe territorial and

Aerial observations were made during late spring and

summer to investigate grouping and habitat use.

Airboats were utilized

for flushing and to assess pairing and nest phenology.

Courtship displays were observed in a 100 x 100-foot flight pen
built on the Baton Rouge campus.

A water ditch of 2 to 3 feet in depth

was located at one end of the pen.
rows of sorghum.

placed in the pen.

Cover was grasses, weeds, and four

Thirty-eight mottled ducks and four mallards were
The age and sex composition of the mottled ducks

was 11 adult males, 5 adult females, 11 immature males, and 11 immature

females.

The mallards consisted of two adult males and two adult females.

All ducks were either wild-trapped or of wild stock capable of flight.

An elevated blind was constructed outside the pen near the avail

able water.

The blind was covered with burlap except for a 3-inch view

ing port.
Randomly-selected ducks were observed for 5-minute periods through

out the day.

Types and numbers of displays, orientation of displays calls

and threats were recorded.

Eight birds were marked with patagial wing

streamers to investigate effect of marking on pair formation and to test
9
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streamer durability.

This marker was also used on birds trapped and

released at Rockefeller Refuge (Fig. 4).

Collections

Thirty-four mottled ducks and twenty mallards were collected from

November 1966 through March 1967.

Age was determined by internal exami

nation for presence of the bursa of Fabricius (Taber, 1963).

determined by examination of gonads.

Sex was

Age and sex composition of mottled

ducks collected was 12 adult males, 12 adult females, 6 immature males,

and 4 immature females.

Mallards collected were 8 adult males, 8 adult

females, 2 immature males, and 2 immature females.

Measurements taken

testis weight, testis length, ovary weight, ovary length, and

were:

diameter of the largest follicle.

Excised gonads were trimmed of non-

gonadal tissues and weighed.

Capture and Marking

Capture

Single-funnel traps constructed of weldwire were used in bait

trapping.

Areas frequently used by pairs of ducks were baited daily

with 20 pounds of whole corn.
began to use bait.

Baiting was continued 1 week after ducks

Traps were set and bait was restricted approximately

9 days after the initial baiting.

Bait traps were used 710 trap-nights

and captured 7 ducks.

Airboats equipped with flood lights were used to capture 38 young
and flightless adults in late July.

A 3 x 3-foot frame trap covered with

11

nylon netting was constructed to capture a nesting female (Sowls, 1955: 5).
Attempts were made to cannon-trap mottled ducks during early spring 1968,
but were unsuccessful.

Marking
A patagial streamer wag developed to mark penned and wild ducks.

The streamer was made of plastic-coated nylon flagging (Safety Flag Com
pany of America, Pawtucket, Rhode Island).

Flagging was cut in 11-inch

lengths and sewn to the patagium with nylon dental floss (Fig. 3).

The

streamer was stitched around the wing for greater strength (Fig-, 3).
knots were heated and fused to prevent >. them from loosening.

All

•

Telemetry

One 150 me. VHF tracking receiver and six, 150 me. pulsating signal

transmitters (manufactured by Sidney L. Markusen, Electronic Specialties,
Esko, Minnesota) were used during spring 1968.

Transmitters were water

proofed with epoxy resin and attached to the duck with surgical tubing

(Brander, 1968) (Fig. 4).

The attached unit weighed approximately 30

grams.
A 12 element, high-gain yagi with a 9-ft. mast was mounted on a

vehicle for use as a moble unit.

also used.

A two-element hand-held antenna was

Ground-to-ground ranges were 0.5 mile with the two-element

antenna and 1 mile with the high-gain yagi.
Wild mottled ducks were marked, instrumented, and released in the

area of capture.

Listening stations were established, and readings were

Figure 3

Top.

Bottom.

Underside of wing showing ventral portion
of patagial streamer.

Stitching patagial streamer with leather
awl.

Figure 4

Mottled duck with patagial streamer and
transmitter attached.
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taken approximately every 3 hours during the daylight hours.

Readings

were made with a lensatic compass in degrees from magnetic north and
later corrected to true north readings.

to triangulate each position.

Two to three readings were used

Telemetry data were plotted on the Hog Bayou

quadrangle map enlarged for this study.

PAIR FORMATION AND PRENESTING ACTIVITIES

Pair Formation

Time of Year

Observations were made and data compiled over a 2-year period

concerning the time, behavior, and ecology of pair formation.

Mottled

ducks were observed in courting groups from September through early
November.

Figure 5 shows the sequence of pairing and grouping through

out the year.

For example, during September approximately 50 per cent

of the ducks were in pairs, 45 per cent in groups and 5 per cent were
singles.

Courting groups were active through November, but became less

obvious during December and the remainder of the winter.

Approximately

90 per cent of the ducks observed were paired Jay February.
The low number of singles in the fall was^due to the attraction
of singles to courting groups.

sequent pairing.

The number remained low because of sub

The slight increase in the number of singles in January

was probably the effect of hunting in breaking pairs.

Courting Groups
Through fall and winter, 179 mottled ducks were observed in
courting groups.

Average group size was 6.4 individuals.

was 1.5 males per female.
even (X^.Ol^P

The sex ratio

This sex ratio is significantly different from

.005, Id.f.) and indicates that there are more males

than females among mottled ducks.

This distortion of the sex ratio in

favor of males has been reported for many ducks and evidently is a
17

Figure 5

The annual sequence of social behavior
in the mottled duck.
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characteristic of duck populations.

Johnsgard (1959) stated that this

distortion toward adult males was 50 to 60 per cent in mallards and black

ducks.

Sowls (1955: 164) indicated that the sex ratio was distorted to

adult males in spring flights in Manitoba for mallards, pintails (Anas
acuta) canvasbacks (Aythya valisineria), redheads (Aythya americana),

and lesser scaup (Aythya affinis).

Courting groups of mixed species were observed seven times during
the two years (Table 1).

Of all mottled ducks observed in all courting

groups, 6 per cent were with mallards.

These groups used the same type

of habitat as mottled duck courting groups but were active later in the
year when groups of mottled ducks were dispersed (Fig. 5).
Blue winged teal (Anas discors), pintails and gadwalls (Anas

strepera) were also associated with mottled duck courting, but were not
involved in courting activities.

Ecology of Courting Areas

Courting groups used artificial impoundments on Rockefeller Refuge.
Areas most used were edges of large lakes and water areas between small
wiregrass islands.

Mottled ducks were not observed courting in large,

open bodies of water.
Small ponds in the open, brackish marsh were used for courting.

These ponds were not more than 0.5 acre in area and were shallow.

Vege

tation around the ponds was low and dense and consisted of either wire

grass or a wiregrass-saltmarsh grass association.

21

Table 1.

Composition of Mixed Courting Groups of Mottled Ducks,
Mallards, and Black Ducks

Date of
observation

Number observed in each category
Mallard
Black duck
Mottled duck
male female
male
female
male
female

Dec. 10

1

Jan. 5

2

1

Jan. 9

7

6

Jan. 20

8

4

Jan. 27

5

4

Feb. 4
Feb. 22

Total

4
27

2

2

Total
5
4

1

14

1
1

13
10

1

6

3

3

3
■---

2
——

....—

21

8

4

9
—

1

61
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Small fresh marsh ponds also were utilized by courting groups.

The size was comparable with the brackish ponds, but water was deeper.
Groups also used ditches along levees in the fresh marsh.

A shallow

run-off pond in a pasture was occupied once by a courting group.

Courtship Displays

Courting took place in groups containing 3 to 10 individuals.
Displays were performed in courting bouts with each bout lasting up to

1 minute.

Although I was unable to record mottled duck displays phot-

graphically, they appeared to contain the same gross motor patterns de
scribed by Lorenz (1951) and Johnsgard (1955) for mallards.

Differences

may occur in frequency of display (display threshold) as proposed by

Johnsgard (1960a) in his comparison of black duck and mallard breeding

behavior.

Penned mallards displayed more frequently than penned mottled

ducks, but the frequencies were very low, and I was unable to catalog

sufficient data to draw significant conclusions.

When the two species

were actively courting in the same pen, each specie's courting bout was

isolated from the other group.

■

Both sexes performed a splashing and wing flapping activity be

fore the start of most courtship bouts.

this among black ducks in Ohio.

Trautman (1947) also observed

Such behavior appeared to excite the

group and synchronize individuals for further courtship.
Male displays.- Names of displays were taken from Lorenz (1951)

and Johnsgard (1955).
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Mock preen:

1.

The Mock preen is performed in front of the

female before the start of the courtship bout.

After ritualized drink

ing, the male raises one wing and moves the nail of the bill over the
underside of the raised wing, emitting a loud "Rrr" call.

This display

is very rapid and produces a "flash effect" (Johnsgard, 1955) with the
speculum when viewed from the female's position (Fig. 6).

2.

Males perform a low-intensity Head shake at the
/
onset of a courtship bout. Several males approach the female; each

Head shake:

treading water, raises its breast from the water, arches the neck, ex

tends the neck, and shakes the head (Fig. 6).

The occurrence of the

Head shake decreased as courting intensity increased.
Grunt-whistle:

3.

The drake lowers his bill into the water.

Treading starts and the breast is lifted out of the water.

The male

flips water up with the bill tip and continues to arch the neck (Fig. 6).

As the neck is stretched to full extent, a sharp whistle is produced

through the stretched windpipe (Lorenz, 1951).

A loud grunt is given

as the head raises and the body resumes its normal position in the water.
Head-up-tail-up :

4.

The Head-up-tail-up or shortening up posture

is a rapid display lasting approximately 1 second.

The male emits a

loud Burp (Johnsgard, 1955) and draws the bill in toward the breast
and upward.

ruffled.

The tail is raised simultaneously with the rump feathers

The elbows of the wings are also raised, giving the duck a

After the display, the body resumes the
/
normal position, but the head remains high with the bill pointed toward

shortened appearance (Fig. 6).

the courted female.

Figure 6

Major made courtship displays performed by
mottled ducks. After Lorenz (1951).

Mock-preen

Head-up-tai1-up

Head-shake

Down-up
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5.

Nod-swim:

Immediately after displaying in the Head-up-tail-

up, the male lowers his head and stretches his neck to the water and swims

rapidly near or around the courted female (Fig. 6).

The Nod-swim was also

performed after copulation and after combat between two males.

6.

Down-up:

The Down-up display is performed at the most inten

sive levels of courtship.

The drake dips the bill to the water and

raises it quickly (Fig, 6).

The breast is lowered and the rump lifted as

the bill is withdrawn from the water.
call (raebraeb) is given quietly.
display.

The chin is lifted and the male

Bouts are usually ended after this

This display was also seen after combat between two males in

the presence of the mated female.

The winner performed the Down-up after

the other combatant had fled.
Female Displays.- Females performed the Nod-swim and the Mock-preen

(as described above) at the onset of the courtship bout.

Females did not

display during times when males were displaying.

Frequency of major male displays.- Display frequencies were derived
from data obtained during observations of penned mottled ducks.

These

displays, arranged by frequency performed, agree with Johnsgard's state
ment on display threshold of mallard and black duck behavior.

Although

my data were insufficient to test differences statistically, Grunt-whistle

was performed most frequently, thus having a lower threshold of display.

The Down-up was performed least often; therefore, it had the highest
display threshold of the major courtship displays.

The Head-up-tail-up

is intermediate between the two previously mentioned displays.
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Turning-the-back-of-the-head and Leading which are pair mainten
ance displays, occurred least because these displays are performed after

active courtship and pair formation.
Observed frequency of major mottled duck displays were as follows
DISPLAY

FREQUENCY

Grunt-whistie

14.8 displays/1000 min.

Head-up-tai1-up

7.4 displays/1000 min.

Down-up

4.9 displays/1000 min.

Turning-the-back-of-the-head

2.5 displays/1000 min.

Leading

2.5 displays/1000 min.

Selection of Mate
Females select mates from courting males on the basis of appropri

ate displays and plumage characteristics (Johnsgard, 1960b and Sibley,
1957).

Paired females repulsed other courting males after they became

paired, even though males continuously approached and courted.

Pair bonds

were loosely formed after initial courtship, but were reinforced during

the period preceding nesting (Johnsgard, 1960b).

Incidence of Mottled Duck and Mallard Cross-Pairing

Time of pairing in mallards was observed on survey routes.

(1 per cent) of 383 pair observations were interspecific.

Four

Two pairs were

mallard male x,mottled duck female, and two were mottled duck male x
mallard female.

Since mottled duck males are more abundant than females,

it would be expected that cross-pairing at random would favor males.

The
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effect of abundant males would be offset, however, if female mottled ducks

were more likely to choose a "gaudy" male, i..e_., mallard,when late court

ing causes competition between the species (Dilger and Johnsgard, 1959).

Time of pairing in mottled ducks and mallards is shown in Figure

7.

Sixty per cent of mottled ducks were paired by October.

These birds

were eliminated from later cross-pairing with mallards because of this

early pairing.

Most active pairing of mallards appeared to be in January,

a period in which 90 per cent of mottled ducks were already paired.
Ovary and testis weights of adult ducks (Fig. 8 and 9) from three

collecting periods indicate mottled ducks neared physiological readiness
to breed in February.

In fact, mottled duck territoriality was first

observed during February.

During this period, mallard gonads remained

small, and mallard courting groups were active.

Mottled ducks and mallards in coastal marshes of southwestern

Louisiana appear nearly isolated in reproduction by the temporal sequence
of pair formation.

Chances of interspecific pairings are low because more

than 50 per cent of the mottled ducks are paired when mallards arrive in

the study area, and more than 90 per cent are paired when mallards are
most actively courting and pairing.

The small number of mixed pairs

probably contain mottled ducks that were unsuccessful during earlier
courtship or whose mates were shot during the hunting season.

Hochbaum (1955: 115) and Mayr (1942; 243) have pointed out the mix
ing effect of mated males following their mates to their nesting grounds.
Mixing of different breeding populations and pair formation on the winter

ing grounds causes wide dispersion of males.

Figure 7

Time of pairing in mallards and mottled ducks. Numbers
in parentheses indicate number of ducks observed.

Per cent ducks paired
in each month

Figure 8

Ovary weight of female mottled ducks and mallards.
Number in parentheses indicates number of ducks
collected.

Average ovary
weight

Figure 9

Testis weight of male mottled ducks and mallards.
Number in parentheses indicate number of ducks
collected.

Average testis
weight
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Cross-pairing of mottled ducks and mallards may affect breeding

ranges of these species.

Pairings of mottled duck males with migratory

mallard females, may result in the northward movement of the mottled duck.
This could account for isolated occurrences of breeding mottled ducks’ in
Similarly, pairings of male mallards with female

Kansas (McHenry, 1968).

mottled ducks, which result in male mallards remaining on the Gulf coast,
may be the cause of the small population of mallards breeding in Louisiana

marshes.

Prenesting Activities

Time of Year

The prenesting period was the time from pair formation to begin
ning of nesting activity in the spring.

during November.

Pairs began to isolate themselves

After initial courtship and pair formation, specific

displays were performed by both sexes that gradually strengthened the pair
bond.

Pair Bond Maintenance

Inciting.- Inciting is performed by the female when the pair is
approached by other ducks.

The female positions herself between the in

truder and her mate with her breast oriented toward her mate.

Her head

is drawn low over her shoulder toward the intruder with her bill pointed

slightly downward.

The head is brought back toward her mate after com

pletion of the arch (Fig. 10).

A loud "queggeggegge" call is given by

the female during the display.

Inciting is continued in a swinging
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motion until the intruder leaves or is attacked by the female.

Inciting

usually occurred when the intruding male was close to the pair, but on
one occasion a female Incited against an intruder at a distance of 20

yds.
Leading.- Leading is performed by the paired male during the In

citing display of his mate.

The paired male's response during early

stages of pair formation is to swim ahead of his mate with the back of
his head oriented toward his mate (Fig. 10).
down the male's head and neck are ruffled.

Feathers in a narrow patch
Low "reab reab" calls are

given by the leading male.

Both sexes perform Mock-preen and ritualized drinking.
two postures occur during the same display period.

These

Pairs face each

other, dip bills, drink, and Mock-preen.

Copulation.- I saw pairs copulate on four occasions during the
prenesting period.

Paired ducks collected during the prenesting period

lacked enlarged gonads until the middle of February.

Pair copulation

during the prenesting period serves to strengthen the pair bond, but
has no function in fertilization (Johnsgard, 1960b).
Pre-copulatory behavior begins when the male and female approach
each other and perform Head pumps (Fig. 10).

After Head pumps, the

female stretches her head and neck to the water and the male mounts.

After copulation, the male performs the Nod-swim around the female.
Both ducks flap their wings and preen after the male's Nod-swim.

Figure 10

Pair maintenance displays of the mottled duck.

Leading

Head Pump

Male

Intruder

Inciting
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Exploratory Flights
Pairs of mottled ducks made slow, extended flights over the marsh

before the onset of nesting activities.

served were over 4 miles in length.

was approximately 1.5 miles.

Six exploratory flights I ob

The average of nine other flights

Females led their mates during the flights.

Flights were low and usually in a gently undulating path.
quacked repeatedly during the flights.

Females

According to McKinney (1964)

similar exploratory flights have been described for the mallard, pin
tail, ring-necked duck (Aythya collaris), velvet scoter (Melanitta

fusca), and common eider (Somateria mollissima). He suggested that habi
tat for nesting is selected during these prenesting, exploratory flights.

Final selection is made on foot in the case of ground-nesting ducks.

TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE

Territory

The term "territory" has been applied to behavior of many avian

species.

1943).

"Territory" is now usually defined as a "defended area" (Nice,
Tinbergen (1960) and Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1961) point out that

threat displays reduce the amount of physical combat in defending areas.

Hochbaum (1944: 87) hinted at the sexual connotation of "territory" in
waterfowl when he suggested paired males defended areas against intru
sion of sexually active ducks.

He also contended the main function of

"territory" was to establish isolation from other birds during the copu

lation link.

Sowls (1955: 53) and Dzubin (1955) found in observing

marked ducks that "territorial" boundaries were not as well defined as
indicated by Hochbaum, and overlap occurred with the "defended areas"

of other birds.

Lebret (1961) contended the term "territory" should

not be applied to the mallard.

Gates (1962) felt that territory had

little effect in regulating density of breeding gadwalls.
Difficulties and confusion with present definitions of "terri
tory" rest on the error of defining according to a human focus on objects

and entities rather than doings and happenings (Emlen, 1957).

Numerous

differences in breeding cycles of birds may require qualification of
"territory" for each species studied.
dangers of conventional, catch phrases.

Emlen (1957) pointed out the
Since the term "territory" is

widely accepted, attempts should be made to clarify its use in each study.
40
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After reviewing studies and conducting research, I will qualify

"territory" for mottled ducks as:

an area of dominance; the resultant

of hostile behavior that has threat function and stems from sexual drives.
The main product of territory, as defined above, is an area relatively

free from disturbance of reproductive activities.

Territorial Displays
Territorial displays of the mottled duck follow the general pattern
of most dabbling ducks (Dzubin, 1957 and Sowls, 1955: 50).

The first ter

ritorial display was observed March 11, 1967 and February 17, 1968.
displays were three-bird chases.

Both

The last three-bird chase was seen June

14, 1968.

Three-bird chase.- The three-bird chase occurred when a pair of

mottled ducks flew over a male whose mate had selected a nest site.

The

territorial male flew up to the intruding pair and rapidly pursued the
female of the pair.

The intruding male remained behind the pursuing male

and was not aggressive.
up to 0.5 mile in length.

Flights were rapid and twisting, covering an area

The territorial male returned to his starting

point after the intruding pair flew away.

Females were seen to return

to the chase area and cause the chase to be repeated as many as four
times.

It has been suggested (McKinney, 1964) that the three-bird chase

is motivated by sexual drives rather than aggression.

The pattern of the

chase results from an ambivalence produced by the conflicting drives to

rape the intruding female and to remain close to his own female.

After a
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chase, the motivation to return to his own female dominates, and the

territorial male returns to his waiting area (Dzubin, 1955).
Aerial Inciting.- The pursued female Incites in air (Fig. 11) and

gives Inciting calls.

Aerial Inciting involves a rapid swinging of the

head toward the pursuing male.

The head swing is not as fluid as In

citing performed on the ground.

A loud "queggeggegge" was heard each

time the female swung her head toward the pursuing male.

Repulsion Display.- I saw one pursued female perform the Repulsion

display (Lorenz, 1951) in flight.

The head was drawn in and up (Fig. 11).

The Repulsion call was heard during many chases.
Rape Flights.- Rape flights were observed nine times during the

2 years.

The average number of participating males was seven.

flights originated from three-bird chases.
as it moved over the marsh.

and raped.

Rape

Extra males joined the flight

Twice the female was forced to the ground

The female's mate made no attempt to drive away the chasing

males during the flight or the rape.

Attacking males gave up the chase

on seven occasions before the female was forced to the ground.

Combat.- Combat was observed three times and only in waiting areas
of the territorial male.
intruding male.
with wings.

the fight.

Combat was between the territorial male and an

Combatants held opponents by the neck or wing and beat

One loser dove to escape, but others flew at the end of
The paired female was present during all fights.

not share waiting areas in this study area.

Males did

Figure 11

Territorial displays of the mottled duck.

Jump Flight

Aerial Inciting

Repulsion
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Jump-flight.- The Jump-flight (Lebret, 1958) was performed by males.

A drake from a group of males jumped up and flew 3- to 5 feet above the

water.

The male landed after he passed over the female (Fig. 11).

same pattern was repeated by other males in the group.

This

All flights were

oriented toward one female.

This display has been interpreted (Lebret, 1958) to function in

mate selection.

Jump-flights by males may be made to gain a "Leading"

orientation seen in courting and early stages of pair formation (Johns
gard, 1960b).

This behavior was observed April 22, 1968, 2 months after the

start of territorial and nesting activities.

Other males joined after

the female was forced to the water by a single male.

came off territorial waiting areas.

Territorial males returned to their

areas after following the hen for 5 minutes.

1 mile after all the males left.

start of this sequence.

Joining males

The hen flew approximately

No attempt to rape was noted after the

This behavior may have been part of renesting

activity after an early nest destruction.

.

Aggregations of Pairs

Territorial and early nesting behavior appeared to be concentrated
in broad areas of well-interspersed marsh (Fig. 12).

Pairs of ducks on

exploratory flights seemed attracted to, areas in which territorial birds

were present.

Surrounding areas, seemingly of identical habitat and

interspersion, were neglected as pairs moved into areas of activity.
As nesting progressed, the area of aggregation became less distinct.

Figure 12

Top.
Bottom.

Well-interspersed wiregrass marsh.

Large lakes at optimal water conditions.
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Two 300-acre areas were observed during early morning periods in

early March, 1968.

Both seemed essentially similar to me.

clearly preferred by the ducks.

But one was

These areas were adjacent to each other

and could be viewed easily from one observation point.

During the same

10-day period, I counted 80 three-bird chases in one area but only 14

in the other.

This difference in activity between the two areas con

tinued throughout the nesting season.

McKinney (1964) discusses the effect of homing of paired females
on pair concentrations.

I think these aggregations of breeding birds

may be the result of homing to the general natal or first nesting area.

However, the aggregations I observed by no means reached colonial density

observed in the pintail (Smith, 1963) or the gadwall (Hammond and Mann,
1956).

Size of Territory

Territorial males intimidated other breeding birds by hostile be

havior,

The most obvious form was aerial chasing of paired ducks.

area demarked by the chases was devoid of other pairs.

The

Chasing did affect

spacing of breeding pairs, but persistant pairs were allowed to stay in

the outer edges of a territory.

Overlap of defended areas was noted, but

males did not share waiting areas.

Observations of territorial behavior were made throughout the
study.

Measurements of defended areas were made in 1967 in a well-inter

spersed wiregrass marsh.

1 determined the size of defended areas from

observed patterns of three-bird chases during the early part of the
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nesting season.
nesting.

Defended areas (Fig. 13) were small at this stage of

The males remained on defended areas most of the day, but

these birds were unmarked and it was difficult to follow their movements.

McKinney (1964) suggested that during the early stages of nesting,
males tend to remain in a small area.

Later, males joined more freely

Dense vegetation which limited visibility

in wide-ranging rape flights.

of surrounding ducks also reduced the size of the defended area, as sug
gested by Hochbaum (1944: 93).

Variations in Territorial Behavior
Pairs grouped during May in portions of open marsh with exposed mud

flats.

Grouped ducks appeared to feed on fish trapped in small pools.

largest group was 10 birds.

The

All ducks fed and left together as pairs.

Groups dispersed after the water returned to normal levels.

These birds

were probably unsuccessful nesters and birds in the early stages of nest

ing that adjusted their home ranges to take in these areas of concentrated
food.

Hochbaum (1944: 82) noted pairs of ducks leaving usually occupied

areas or territories to feed and obtain grit.

The ducks I observed maintained a pair distance from 5 to 10 yards.
This spacing indicates the male's area of dominance centers around the
female and that other forms of hostile behavior were suspended to allow
this feeding.

It should be noted that this spacing was accomplished with

out any overt aggression and may be related to spacing of breeding ring

necked ducks described by Mendall (1958: 60).

Figure 13

Defended areas in early portion of 1967 nesting season,
x

=

most used waiting area.

--

=

Indicates overlap of defended areas.
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Home Range

Sowls (1955: 48) defined home range in waterfowl as "the area
within which a bird spends its period of isolation between the spring

gregariousness following spring arrival and the reformation of fall gre
gariousness."
ducks.

In essence, home range includes all areas used by breeding

These areas may be defended areas, loafing areas, waiting areas,

nests, feeding areas and other frequented places.

Mottled ducks do not

become gregarious in the spring, but remain relatively isolated from

the time of pair formation until after nesting.

Home range of the mot

tled duck must then be described as the area utilized from the onset of

territoriality in March until flocking in late summer (Fig. 5).
Home ranges were investigated by telemetry and marking.

various stages of breeding were trapped.

Ducks in

Size of home ranges was derived

from movements plotted during the summer of 1968.
Seven wild-trapped mottled ducks were marked and released.

of these were also equipped with transmitters.
also marked and instrumented.

Four

Two pen-reared ducks were

Ranges of the pen-reared ducks were very

small and were not typical of normal ducks.
Home range limits were determined by connecting peripheral readings.

Within these limits each duck maintained a smaller, more intensively used
area.

I have termed this area a "core area."
Duck 847-32504.- An adult male mottled duck was marked, instrumented,

and released April 2, 1968.

The release area was a well-interspersed wire

grass marsh adjacent to Rockefeller Refuge.
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This male maintained an ameboid-shaped home range of approximately

112 acres during the 25 days its movements were monitored.
torial drakes were present in this area.
territorial and apparently was not paired.

Many terri

The instrumented male was not

It participated in two short

rape flights over the area of intensive use or "core area" (Fig. 14). .The

male joined a group of three other males in late May.

The greatest move

ment toward the south occurred when a marsh fire moved through the north
ern section of the home range.

Two days after the fire was out the duck

moved back into the core area..

This male probably was a "novice" drake (Hochbaum, 1944: 70) since
it remained unpaired and was not driven off by the territorial males in

the area.

The home range of this bird may be smaller 'than normal since

it was an unpaired male in an area of high numbers of territorial males.

Duck 847-32505.- This adult male mottled duck was marked, instru

mented and released April 15, 1968.

The area occupied by this duck dur

ing 14 d$ys of monitoring was 327 acres and contained several large
lakes (Fig. 15 and 12).

This male was paired and was with its mate

April 16.

His mate appeared to be laying April 21.

April 30.

It was seen again May 17 loafing with a female west of the

Contact was lost

previously occupied area (Fig. 15).
Duck 847-32506.- An incubating female was trapped at her nest and

released April 15.

Her nest, which had been incubated 1 day, was on a

levee 3 feet from a shell road.

of April 15.

strumented.

The nest was destroyed during the night

The hen was joined by her mate immediately after being in
Daily movements for the 4-day monitoring period are shown

Figure 14

Home range of duck 847-32504
.

=

Telemetry reading

Figure 15

Home range of duck 847-32505

x = Visual observation
o = Nest area

I
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in Figure 16.

The hen remained in the area of the old nest for 3 days,

then began to move west.

Contact was lost on the fifth day after release.

Possibly, this transmitter may have ceased to function; however, visual
ground and aerial searches were unsuccessful in locating her.
may have died or moved away to renest.

This hen

-

Renest distances for mottled ducks in coastal marshes may be

larger than those ducks nesting in northern prairies.

Sowls (1955: 137)

summarizes renesting distances of five species in southern Manitoba.

The maximum renesting distance was 1500 yds.

I observed a white

headed mottled duck female which renested 5 miles from its first nest

attempt.

Greater renesting distances may be expected in coastal marshes

due to the homogeneity and large expanse of nesting habitat.

Low density

of nesting ducks may also be a factor affecting renesting distances.
Duck 847-32507.- A female with a brood of 11 class 1c young
(Taber, 1963) was captured and released April 16.

hen abandoned her brood.

Upon release, the

Movements were monitored 38 days.

Home range

of this duck was 105 acres and consisted of the refuge goose pasture,

a grass air strip, and an artificial impoundment.

The hen remained in

the area of release (Fig. 17) for 1 day, then occupied the southern part
of her range.

The loafing area most used was a levee of a canal.

Early

morning and evening readings were in the air strip north of the canal

and the impoundment to the south.

The bird was observed with a group

of ducks June 22, 37 days after her transmitter had stopped working.
This range represents the area used by a female after nesting and pre

ceding the post-nuptial molt.

Figure 16

Range used by duck 847-32506
o = nest area

Figure 17

Range of duck 847-32507
■S = Release area
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Ducks 847-32508 and 847-32509.- A pair of wild-trapped ducks was

released after they had been held in a pen for 1 year.
area of 8.5 acres for 11.days.

They occupied an

The male was recaptured at this time.

was in poor condition and unable to fly.

He

No damage from the transmitter

harness was noted.

The bird was healthy and able to fly after 2 weeks

in a holding pen.

This pair was unable to adjust to natural foods and

conditions and severely limited their movements.

,

Home Range Size
One unpaired male mottled duck maintained a home range of 112
acres.

A paired male whose mate was nesting occupied a range of 327

acres of marsh dominated by several large lakes'.

An incubating female

moved within an area of 142 acres after its nest was destroyed.

A fe

male that deserted her brood remained in an area of 105 acres.
Dzubin (1955) found home ranges of 1,300+ acres, 700+ acres,
and 250+ acres for the canvasback, mallard, and the blue-winged teal in

Manitoba.

Ranges found for the mottled duck may be underestimated for

two reasons.

First, I had no difficulty in monitoring positions of ducks,

but because of short transmitter life, movements were monitored only for

segments of the breeding season.

Thus, I could not determine movements

of individual pairs throughout the entire nesting season.

Secondly,

the investigation was done during a period of optimal water conditions.
In a drier year, ducks would be forced to move more to obtain habitat

requirements.
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Home range is not an inflexible entity.

As habitat conditions

changed, mottled ducks adjusted their ranges to take advantage of a food

source or to fulfill breeding requirements.

Ducks remained in relatively

small areas during optimal conditions, but moved or enlarged their ranges
when conditions changed.

Nest Location
Six mottled duck nests were found in open marsh, grazed pastures

and on levees.

All nests were located within 40 yards of water.

malian predators destroyed all the nests after I found them.

Mam

Singleton

(1953) stated that 28 per cent of the nests found on the Texas coast were

successful.

Nests in open marsh were subject to flooding.

Nesting activities

were terminated in one study area after a period of heavy rains in April,

1967.

All ducks left this area after the water level rose approximately

3 inches.

Nesting hens apparently were unable to build nests up to com

pensate for high water, as discussed by Sowls (1955: 116).

Pasture and

levee nests were not greatly affected by high water.
The mate of a marked male located her nest near an often-used wait

ing area.

In this instance the nest was within the territory of the male.

/

POST NESTING

Broods

The first brood was seen April 15, and contained class I downy
The latest brood was seen August 20 and consisted of Illb flight

young.

less young.

Throughout the study only one male was observed with a newly-

hatched brood, and it deserted 1 day later.

Broods were widely dispersed and inconspicuous during periods of
high water.

During dry periods, broods congregated with molting and non

molting adults in permanent water areas and impoundments.

Distraction Display
Hens with broods performed a distraction display after broods were

flushed.

Broods scattered to grass when the hen gave a single "quack."

The female then flapped across the surface of the water away from the

brood.

mile.

One female gave this distraction flapping at high speed for 0.25

Young remained hidden until the hen returned.

Molting

June 20 to July 10 ducks congregated on an abandoned grass air

strip.
inches.

This area was burned, mowed and flooded to a depth of 1 to 3

Of the 201 ducks present 24 per cent were paired, 7 per cent

were single, and 69 per cent were in-groups.

group was 1.4 males per 1 female.

Sex ratio of the entire

Average group size was 7 ducks.

groups appeared to contain young ducks.
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Four groups were all males.

Three
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Other groups were of mixed sex.

Many males had rufous or worn tail

feathers, indicating the birds were nearing the postnuptial molt.
territorial or aggressive behavior was noted.

No

This group was probably

successful early broods, bachelor males, and breeding birds attracted

to this food source.
Molting birds were observed July 17.

dispersed because of high water.

Molting ducks were generally

Twenty flocked, molting ducks moved in

a tight group when approached and hid in wiregrass islands.
ing groups were concentrated during the summer of 1967 during

Large molt
low water

conditions, but not during the summer of 1968.

Flocking and Dispersal

Groups of 50 to 300 young and adult mottled ducks congregated from
late July through August in stands of Sesuvium in open wiregrass marsh

(Fig. 18).

Twelve ducks that I collected contained Sesuvium seeds.

Eleven (10 males and 1 female) were juveniles and 1 an adult female.

Groups flushed in flights of 10 to 15 birds.

Aerial observation indi

cated that the great majority of all ducks in the brackish marsh of
Rockefeller Refuge were congregated in these Sesuvium stands.

Sesuvium grows rapidly on mud flats exposed during low water con
ditions in the spring.

Seeds usually mature in late July and August.

Increased water makes these stands attractive to mottled ducks in late

summer.

Figure 18

Top.

Bottom.

Shallow lake containing flooded Sesuvium sp.
stand.

Interspersed wiregrass marsh. Note density
of vegetation and small amount of exposed
bank.
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Large flocks began to disperse into courting groups and groups of

young during September (Fig. 5).

gated near stands of Sesuvium.

Some courting groups were loosely aggre

Courting in late September and October

took place in more isolated parties.

ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BREEDING BEHAVIOR

Pairing

Genetic swamping of the mottled duck gene pool by the mallard

would be relatively rapid if the two species interbred freely.
are two reasons for this theoretical swamping.

There

First, there do not ap

pear to be great genetic differences between mottled ducks and mallards.
Phillips (1921) found that 38F2 males from mallard x mottled duck matings,
when back-crossed to mallard females, produced many "pure" mallard forms.
By comparison, similar back-crossing with black ducks x mallard hybrids

produced no "pure" mallard forms.

Phillips stated that the mottled duck

appeared to be a mallard with the secondary sexual characteristics not
being expressed.

His experiments do indicate a more rapid rate of swamp

ing for the mottled duck by the mallard than indicated by Johnsgard (1959)
for the black duck.

The second reason for rapid swamping is the relative size of mal
lard and mottled duck populations.

The mottled duck population is only

.9 per cent that of the mallard population (Johnsgard, 1959).

These data

indicate the ease with which the small mottled duck population would be
absorbed if mottled ducks and mallards interbred freely.

The most obvious barrier to swamping of the mottled duck gene pool
by the mallard is the difference in the temporal sequence of pair forma
tion in the coastal marsh.

From my observations, 50 per cent of the

mottled ducks are paired when mallards arrive, and 90 per cent are

paired when mallards are most actively courting.
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Early pairing allows mottled ducks to take advantage of a long

breeding season, which starts in late February.

This gives mottled ducks

a season of approximately 6 months while northern breeding dabblers have
a 3- to 4-month season.

A longer breeding season allows more renesting

attempts, thus reducing the effect of nest loss due to predators and
weather changes.

Homing

Homing of paired hens to natal or first nesting areas may cause
broad aggregations of breeding pairs.

I do not know if the density of

these concentrations was sufficient to increase nest destruction by nest
predators.

Hochbaum (1944: 61) indicates that dabbling ducks tend to

pioneer when new water areas are made available.

This pioneering would

reduce the effect of homing when nesting became crowded.

Territoriality

Territorial behavior is widely accepted to act in dispersing
breeding birds.

Wynne-Edwards (1962: 150) states that some forces of

dispersal can be seen operating in territoriality by preventing densities
in good habitat from being forced beyond self-imposed limit, and by driving

surplus breeders to the more marginal habitat.

Variations in territori

ality, and dispersion have been noted in many waterfowl species (Smith,

1961: Gates, 1962; and Sowls, 1955: 60).
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I found that territorial mottled ducks often pursued other pairs.
After many three-bird chases, persistent pairs were allowed to land and

remain on the outer edges of defended areas.

Singleton (1953) states

that mottled ducks maintain at least a 200 foot nest interval.

This

spacing of nests may be the effect of territoriality, since the area
of strongest aggressive behavior appeared centered around the female.

Martin (196’4) stated that breeding intolerance appeared to space nests
of Canada geese.

Nest spacing may minimize nest losses from nest pre

dators .

Home Range

Home range is the area used by breeding ducks to obtain habitat

requirements.

Sowls (1955: 75) states that usefulness of breeding habi

tat depends upon the interspersion of good nesting cover, loafing sites,

and feeding waters.

The size of a home range will depend upon the prox

imity of these components of nesting terrain.

Home range in ducks permits

maximum use of breeding habitat because many pairs may use a particular

area at different times of the day.
Water fluctuations have great influence on movements of mottled

ducks in coastal marshes.

Low water may concentrate a food source, but

also removes needed waiting areas and feeding waters.

Low water reduces

interspersion by replacing water with expanses of mud flats.

reduces nesting success by flooding nests.

High water

Hochbaum (1944: 60) states

that elimination of loaf sites by high water eliminates territorial
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I found when an area was flooded in early stages of nesting that all

males.

territorial and nesting activity was suspended.

These loaf sites are even

more important in wiregrass marshes where vegetation is dense at the edge
of water areas (Fig. 18).

Optimal water conditions increase the proxim

ity of nest cover and feeding and waiting areas while leaving loaf sites

exposed.

Broad homogeneous areas of wiregrass and wiregrass-saltmarsh grass

support few breeding ducks.

Correctly interspersed habitat would provide

nesting components where they had not existed or were too widely sep

arated to be utilized.

Creation of water areas by level ditching

(Mathiak and Linde, 1956) and pothole blasting (Shaw and Fredine, 1956)

have been effective in increasing the number of duck nests in Wisconsin
marshes.

These practices also tend to allow the invasion of weed species

on spoilbanks, thus creating a new food source.

Small potholes may pro

vide adequate conditions for widgeon grass (Ruppia maritima) growth

(Joanen, 1961) which is one of the mottled ducks' most important summer
foods (Rodney McLean, personal communication).

SUMMARY

Breeding behavior, home range and territory of the mottled duck

were studied from 1966 to 68-at Rockefeller Refuge, Grand Chenier, Loui
siana,

Courtship displays were observed in wild and captive ducks.

Home

range was investigated by the use of telemetry and color marking during

the breeding season of 1968.
Courtship and pairing began during August.

Although courtship

displays were not photographed, they appeared to contain the same com

ponents as described for the mallard (Lorenz, 1951).

Pairing continued

through the winter until over 90 per cent of the mottled ducks were

paired in February.

Courting took place in isolated groups usually

containing six to seven ducks.

was 1.5 males per female.

Sex ratio during the courting period

Areas most used were small ponds and water

areas between wiregrass islands.

Cross-pairing between mallards and mottled ducks made up 1 per
cent of all pair observations.

The temporal sequence of pair formation

acts as a barrier to free interbreeding of the two species.

More than

50 per cent of the mottled ducks were paired when mallards arrived, and

over 90 per cent of the mottled ducks were paired when mallards began

active courting.

Territorial behavior was seen during late February and early
March.

Territorial males intimidated other pairs by hostile behavior.

The form most frequently used was the three-bird chase.
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Territorial
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behavior tended to space nesting birds, but persistent ducks were allowed
to land in the outer margins of defended areas.

Broad areas of aggregation

of nesting ducks were evident in the brackish marsh.

These aggregations

may be the result of homing of females to natal or first nest areas.

Con

centrations by no means reached colonial densities.
Home range size for four ducks (2 males and 2 females) was 105 to
327 acres.

The smallest was that of a hen that had abandoned a brood and

the largest was that of a paired male whose range contained several large
lakes.

Range size was investigated in well-interspersed marsh and during

a period of optimal water conditions.

mated for the following reasons:

Home range may have been underesti

(1) short transmitter life limited moni

toring of movements, thus no pair was followed for the entire breeding

season; (2) optimal water conditions and proximity of nesting components
in the study area reduced home ranges.

In drier season or in more homog

enous habitat ducks would be forced to travel greater distances to obtain
habitat requirements.

Homogeneous areas of wiregrass supported few breeding mottled ducks.

Ducks using these areas would have to travel great distances to obtain all
components required in nesting.

Wiregrass areas that were well-inter

spersed supported more ducks than homogenous areas.

Level ditching or

blasting of potholes would improve interspersion, promote growth of food

plants, and increase the carrying capacity of the marsh for mottled ducks.
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